How to Prepare a Strong NSERC –DG Proposal
Introduction

Welcome to the CS-CAN|INFO-CAN webinar on “How to Prepare a Strong NSERC Discovery Grant Proposal”

We have invited three people who have served on the 1507 (Computer Science) Grant Selection Committee in the past

• Ken Salem, University of Waterloo
• Regan Mandryk, University of Saskatchewan
• Doina Precup, McGill University
General Resources
NSERC provides a lot of general advice on preparing grants

• Pre-recorded videos about research portal and NSERC CCV
• Documents on program description, the peer-review manual and FAQs
• Detailed instructions on completing an application
• Tutorial on submitting an application through the Research Portal
• Specific Questions: RESGRANT@NSERC-CRSNG.GC.CA

You need to explain how you are supporting EDI in your training plans and past contributions to HQP training
• CS-CAN | INFO-CAN Webinar “Leveraging promising practices for EDI in CS” by Jenny Flagler-George (University of Waterloo)
https://cscan-infocan.ca/feature-on-homepage/watch-leveraging-practices-edi/